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Brief

Marine D shape fenders are ideal for smaller quays and wharves serving fishing boats, tugboats,

barges and other work craft. D shape fenders are also commonly used on pontoons and on inland

water ways for lock protection. They provide an excellent barrier against damage from all sizes and

shapes of vessels. The flat rear surface of D-shape fender makes them easy to install with a flat bar

down the bore.

D fenders are also called extrusion fenders. Extrusion is a manufacturing process involving pushing

vulcanized rubber through a special die to form a constant cross-section profile. This is a simple

and cost effective production method for smaller fenders and allows sections to be made in very

long lengths. Special profiles can also be produced economically to customer's specific

requirements.

D-shape fenders can be fitted by means of bolts and or strips in various manners: horizontally,

vertically or diagonally. The mounting holes required are made through the side or through the top

and bottom of the fender. D-shape fenders can also be produced vulcanized with required radius,

which allow them to be fitted properly to a circular bow or stern. D-shape fenders can be provided in

specified lengths and the ends can be beveled.

Specification

Available in many sizes from 150×150mm to 500×500mm.

Choice of horizontally, vertically or diagonally installation design.

Material of accessories with hot galvanizing or stainless steel.

Other requirements.

Features

Deal for smaller quays and wharves, also can be used in work boats.

Easy to install with a flat bar down the bore.

Can be supplied in long lengths and be cut to length, angle cut.

Dimensions

The dimensions please see the drawing enclosed. Customized solution or any other requirements

please contact us.
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